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Abstract
Mobile computing and cloud computing merged into the new technology, mobile cloud computing.
The main purpose of mobile cloud computing is extending the access of mobile devices to cloud
services. In mobile cloud computing, mobile devices are facilitating to cooperating as cloud resource
provider. Transparent elastic augmentation of mobile device’s capability is a model for mobile cloud
computing. With the help of mobile cloud computing (MCC) without moving or changing their
location users can now do their tasks more efficiently [1, 2]. No doubt mobile cloud computing is
an increasing in popularity and world widely used technology, but it has some issues or problems
which make it difficult to utilize its full potential. The life cycle or whole structure of mobile cloud
computing could effect by these issues. Some of these issues are operational level, end user level,
data management, context-awareness, privacy and security and trust level. Exploring mobile cloud
computing is the main purpose of this paper and to point out the issues related to mobile cloud.
Introduction:
In 2009 a new phrase mobile cloud computing was introduced. Mobile cloud computing is a combination of
two main technologies: mobile computing and cloud computing. For the last six decades, IT industry is revolutionized
since the very first computer invented, but the main purpose of a computer to perform tasks has not changed. The only
difference is that these tasks are now performed faster, mobile and cheaper. The cloud computing is a system in which
different computers tangled in a way to share information. In cloud computing, with the use of internet connection
users are enabled to use the services and application available on the cloud. With the advancement in technology,
cloud computing in not restricted to personal computers now, mobile technology is also influenced by the cloud
computing. In next generation mobility or ubiquity is high in demand. Every person wants to use their smartphone,
tablet or PDA’s anywhere with mobile network and cloud computing. Thus the mobile computing and cloud
computing are emerging in a new field as mobile cloud computing.
In 2007 cloud computing was introduced and become popular in a short period. Cloud computing work as
similar to distributed computing. In other words, distributing computing technique is applied in cloud computing.
Vaquero [3] refers to cloud computing as a system, to reduce the costs related to the management of hardware and
software resources, location of computing structure shifts of the network. In his thesis, cloud services and cloud
platforms are two parts of cloud computing.
In cloud computing resources are distributed over the network, computing of data is divided into bits or
pieces and to get final result pieces are combined. In this way problem of huge computation has reduced being done
only one site. Different organizations and developers describe cloud computing in different ways. Cloud computing
is described as, low-cost servers or personal computers provide a variety of services over an internet. This low-cost
server is generally called a cluster, which is the main part of cloud computing system. This cluster is also called the
cloud.
In computing “mobility” has become very popular. There is no doubt in popularity of smartphones and
tablets, etc. in our world. These devices are the first preference of people for work and entertainment. So there is a
question that what is mobile computing? The answer is mobile computing is a system in which, location and time
constraints limitations are not involved. In mobile computing, anywhere in space and at any time users access the data
over the network. In mobile computing, logically computing power is located on the spot, but, it is far from that
location.[4] Three main concepts of mobile computing are: software, hardware and communication. In these mobile
devices such as smartphones, tablet, etc. are considered as hardware, different mobile applications like mobile
browser, antivirus, games are considered as software and mobile network, data delivery and protocols are included in
the communication. The end user is not aware of that.
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In simple term, mobile computing + cloud computing = mobile cloud computing. In mobile cloud computing,
data storage and mobile computing power happen outside of the mobile devices into powerful and centralized platform
generally known as clouds, these clouds are accessed via wireless connection. The main benefits of mobile cloud
computation are it save the storage, bandwidth, and battery life of mobile devices. In this way mobile users do not
need to have powerful device. All resources intensive computing like storage capacity and CPU speed can be
performed in the cloud. Mobile device’s capability is transparent elastic augmented in a model of mobile cloud
computing. It allows ubiquitous wireless access. However, with the following limitations:
•
•
•
•

Low data transfer capacity: One of the greatest issues, in light of the fact that the radio asset for
wireless systems is significantly rarer than wired systems
Service accessibility: Mobile clients will most likely be unable to associate with the cloud to get
services because of traffic congestion, network failure, mobile signal quality issues
Heterogeneity: Handling wireless connectivity with very heterogeneous systems to fulfill MCC
prerequisites (dependably on network, on-request mobile, mobile productivity) is a troublesome
issue
Calculation offloading: One of the fundamental components of MCC is offloading. Offloading is
not generally compelling in saving energy. It is basic to figure out if to offload and which bits of the
administration codes to offload. Two sorts:

Related Work:
In several previous works, it is presented that mobile cloud computing is the integration between cloud computing and
mobile devices. Some of these are:
•

Christensen [5] presents a vision, to achieve this vision, there are some key technologies and
requirements. The author deeply examines the mobile phones, restful based web services and cloud.
The author finds different ways to interact with these components so that users of mobile phone
could have a better experience.
• Lou [6] in this work, author proposed an idea to increase the capabilities of mobile devices by
different ways to use cloud computing. Mobile computing is back to cloud is the main concern of
this paper. The author presents a new partition scheme for tasks.
• Giurgiu et al. [7] In this paper the author present a way, in which cloud is used as container for
mobile applications. According to the user’s context applications are pre-processed. In this way the
overhead of communication is minimized.
• Chang and Maniatis [8] discover a way, in which cloud computing is used to execute mobile
application. The author proposes a way, in this way, applications execute on mobile devices could
be cloned as virtual machines. Their work is related to distributed file system.
• Marinelli [9] to allow mobile devices to use cloud computing technique author propose a new mobile
cloud computing client, which is Hyrax. In this work mobile devices are used as resource provider.
• Black and Edgar [10] determine an idea, in this way, check the possibility to use mobile devices as
a grid. to emulate x86 architecture on top of an iPhone, they create a virtual machine. Virtual
machine solves the problem of heterogeneity, but this also decreases the performance.
Technical Framework:
Mobile cloud computing is divided into three main categories: mobile computing, cloud computing and
mobile internet. It can be described as: facilities of cloud computing could be available on mobile devices. All three
technologies are integrated into mobile cloud computing.
Architecture of mobile cloud computing:
Architecture of mobile cloud computing is different because it is a new technology. In mobile cloud
computing, data storage and mobile computing power happen outside of the mobile devices into powerful and
centralized platform generally known as clouds, these clouds are accessed via Wireless connection such as mobile
phone’s browser. Mobile cloud computing work as similar to cloud computing. In other words cloud computing
technique is applied in mobile cloud computing, but there is a slight difference in client side that it has changed to be
possible for mobile phones. Despite of that main concept of mobile cloud computing is same to cloud computing. Fig.
1, illustrated that mobile cloud computing is generally divided into two main technologies which are mobile computing
and cloud computing. Smartphones, PDA’s and laptops are included in mobile devices that are connected through 3G,
GPRS or WIFI to a network. Mobile users use their web browser to send a request to the cloud and a connection is
established by resources which are allocated for that job. Until the connection is completed, QoS is maintained by the
monitoring and calculating functions of the system and that is done after the web application is started. Some tasks
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could be achieved by doing this, which are: synchronized and sending quick response. It also ensures the load
balancing that appropriate client get the resources

Figure 1. Mobile cloud computing architecture
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A generic architecture for implementing a mobile cloud is shown below.
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User Preferences

Challenges and its solutions:
Delivering users a convenient and quick way to access the data is the main purpose of mobile cloud
computing. Mobile users access the data by using their mobile devices. In mobile cloud computing, many issues arise
while incrementing the user’s convenience. These are:
Limitations of the handheld devices:
Resource constraints are the first thing that has to be looked upon while talking about mobile devices. Mobile
devices have improved with the passage of time in different ways, like memory, screen size, CPU capacity, ubiquitous
communication and newer OS, but still mobile devices have some serious limitation like, computing capabilities and
energy resources.
Even modern mobile devices like iPhone 7 and latest android sets, 3 times lack of processing capabilities
when comparing to laptops or PCs. As compared to memory, mobile devices are 5-6 times have less memory
and 10 times less in bandwidth. It is also a fact that the mobile phone industry is improving by day, but huge
difference create more issues in mobile cloud computation.
I.

II.

III.

Limitations of the loss of the battery and network flow:
It is difficult for any mobile device to run an application which needs a lot of battery and network flow.The
solution for this problem is optimizing the cloud end. In this solution, the data exchange rate is minimized
and also reduces the data exchange between mobile devices and could end.
Problem of individualization of mobile devices:
With the advancement in the mobile device company, there are a number of the new operating system
introduced. When an application is developed it should be simple application software for client end that it
could run on every type of operating systems. Simple client end means that it should be made standard so
that it can execute on any mobile device by putting large and complex computing capabilities at cloud end.
The modification should also be minimized.
Quality of service:
Mobile devices are far from the ISP (internet service provider) so the connection could be discontinuous, in
that way environment of data transfer rate of mobile cloud computing can be ever-changing. As compared to
wired network, wireless network has 200 millisecond latency delay period. Issues that arise in wireless
networks are: network overlap, weather affect the bandwidth, user’s mobility and dynamic alteration of
throughput. So it can be stated that as compared to wired network, wireless network has a higher handover
delay.

Comparative study:
Comparative study is based on different issues related to operational level. These issues are key issues in
mobile cloud computing. Different author presents many models or ways to tackle these issues. In this paper focus on:
Operational level issues:
Technology matters that are under consideration in operational level issues are: method of offloading, for
taking the decision to offload or not there is a cost-benefit method, connection protocol and manage the mobility of
devices.
Method of offloading:
Offloading takes place from mobile device to cloud. Heterogeneity may cause as a result of physical distance
between mobile devices and cloud. Here discuss the three main directions of offloading method, which are: clientserver communication method, virtualization and mobile agents.
Client-server method:
A special type of process communication is used between protocol (Remote method invocation (RMI),
remote procedure calls (RPC) and sockets) and mobile devices. Services should be pre-installed, if the devices want
to offload through RMI and RPC. Examples of such systems are Spectra [11] and Chroma [12], to offload computation
these system use pre-installed services. When a device wants to offload an application, the spectra client refers to
spectra server. Application code is pre-installed on server as services. Spectra server decided to surrogate and which
service to be offloaded. For android smartphones, there is ‘Hyrax’ presented by Marinelli. Mobile phones are used as
resource provider and feasibility of mobile cloud is shown in Hyrax. ‘Hyrax tube’ is used for sharing program, the
main aim of Hyrax tube is to search multimedia files. The Server has an instance of NameNode and JobTracker, which
are used to access mobile devices and DataNode and TaskTracker runs on mobile devices.
For virtual mobile cloud Canepa and Lee [13] presented a framework ‘Hadoop’. The Main focus is to
consider mobile devices as resource provider. In Hadoop, people’s location plays major role in virtual mobile cloud.
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Another framework is ‘Cuckoo’ [14]. Cuckoo uses java stub to offload mobile device applications to a cloud. To
determine the efficiency of the cuckoo framework two applications ‘eyeDentify’ and ‘PhotoShoot’ were reimplemented. In this way decreases battery consumption by a factor of 40 and increased speed up by a factor of 60.
Cuckoo does not have a method to offload or not.
Virtualization:
In virtualization, without stopping execution of virtual machine, its memory image is transfer to source to
destination server. In this way OS or its application does not interrupt, and image copied by once. Virtualization is
time consuming and heavy workload for mobile devices. A solution for distant cloud is ‘Cloudlets’ presented by
Satyanaryan [15]. The small data center is cloudlets, which are connected to the larger cloud server through internet.
In cloudlets, mobile devices are thin client and cloud are more intelligent that all the computation done inside it. The
Disadvantage is that if a user goes far from the cloud, it loses its signal strength. To save energy, there is a framework
‘MAUI’ [16], it uses two technologies code partitioning and virtualization. From mobile devices to the local server
applications are uploaded. .NET is implemented and for connectivity, 3G or WIFI is used.
Another framework for virtualization is CloneCloud [16]. Through 3G or WIFI an application is offload to resource
provider mobile device to server and for this purpose VM migration is used. Device clone method is used in which
mobile application offload unmodified. A new technology MANETs (mobile ad hoc networks) is used in Mobicloud
[17]. It transformed traditional MANETs into service oriented architecture. MANETs is a secure way. Security service
architecture is main focus of mobicloud for this purpose VTaPD is used. Virtual and Provisioning Domain (VTaPD)
is used which provide method to handle information flow in various ways.
Mobile code:
In mobile code another framework is Scavenger [18]. It uses mobile code method to distribute and divide jobs and
using WIFI for connectivity it employs cyber-foraging. For cost assessment there is a scheduler. Scavenger surrogates
are all desktops computers. It is not known that for mobile phones if Scavenger is too heavy to run.
Cost–benefit analysis:
It is vital to investigate the expenses of offloading on to the cloud, for example, time, vitality and money related,
versus solid execution/stockpiling previously. Existing cost models in current mobile cloud computing frameworks
primarily fall into three classes: history based profiling, parametric, and stochastic.
Table 1. Comparison of different models
NAME

OBJEC
TIVE

Spectra, Chroma
History based
profiling
Min
execution
time,increase
reliability

Scavenger
History based
profiling
Improve
performance, save
energy

MAUI
History based
profiling
saving energy, fast
Speed

CloneCloud
History based
profiling
User specifiable;
min
execution time

Parametric
model

Stochastic
method

Saving energy

minimize
economic
cost

Spectra and Chroma have two of the most established history based profiling cost models, and are very
comparable, with Chroma being a aftereffect of lessons gained from Spectra. A few later works manufactures on ideas
from these two lines of research while including new techniques to address their weaknesses. For instance, the cost
models of previously mentioned work and MAUI depend on the suspicion that past summons of the same, or a
comparative operation is a great pointer of its present asset utilization. Be that as it may, the vitality utilization of an
operation in MAUI is communicated as a capacity of the quantity of CPU cycles it requires, while in Spectra, vitality
estimations are specifically taken from the mobile device battery. Forager likewise records history information and
keeps up profiles comparable to Spectra, yet upgrades the idea by recording double profiles per errand. While an
intensive cost–benefit analysis is significant for ideal execution, the cost of cost examination itself ought not to be
ignored. This issue is examined in MAUI, where the overhead of performing incessant profiling and exact estimations
based on most recent information, are adjusted to give a positive result.
Mobility management:
One of the key issues experienced in a mobile cloud is the plan of smart mobile management systems that
bolster user mobility while giving a consistent services. A greater part of mobile cloud support portability through
component and proxy migration. In spite of the fact that this works for mobile gadgets associating with remote servers,
it is not a reasonable component in the accompanying cases; where mobile devices are asset suppliers themselves and
are moving in specially appointed way, and where mobile devices offloads errands to a nearby asset supplier for
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example, a cloudlet. A potential answer for the cloudlet show is to utilize an indistinguishable method from in 'Tail
Me', a confined also, decentralized area sharing framework utilizing Plug Computers as Bluetooth scanners.
Monitoring other mobile assets moving together with the customer to shape "groups" is the main arrangement
proposed so far in a mobile cloud of this sort, and even that has not yet been completely actualized.
Connection protocols:
The flow mobile cloud computing research utilizes an assortment of association conventions for
correspondence including WiFi, Bluetooth, and 3G, however the larger part has utilized WiFi for many reasons. WiFi.
WiFi (remote Ethernet 802.11b) and Bluetooth both work in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band. WiFi was at first
expected as substitution for cabling for asset and fringe sharing (such as printers, shared stockpiling gadgets) among
PCs, terminals and so forth for remote neighborhood (WLANs). WiFi has a more drawn out range, with a span inside
100m and supporting up to 11 Mbps information rates. Bluetooth. Bluetooth then again, was expected for alien
hardware and applications, for example, remote headsets and so on remote individual range arrange (WPAN), and is
portrayed by its low power prerequisites and minimal effort handset chips. The range for Bluetooth is ordinarily in a
sweep of 10 m, depending on the gadget class, control, and physical deterrents in the earth. In any case, as per
Bluetooth particulars, future variants will be speedier up to 24 Mbps and expend less energy.12 3G. 3G (third era
mobile broadcast communications) is an innovation for mobile specialist co-ops and it shares the essential business
demonstrate with that of the broadcast communications services show. The framework is claimed and oversaw by the
specialist organization and sold to clients commonly on a month to month utilization premise. In spite of the fact that
the center of cell innovation has been voice communication, information services has additionally begun to draw in
consideration. Mobile broadband access of a few Mbps is accessible by means of late 3G discharges, for example,
3.5G and 3.75G, in spite of the fact that this is significantly lower than the information rate of WiFi.
Conclusion and Future work:
Mobile cloud computing expects to enable the mobile client by giving a consistent and rich usefulness, paying
little respect to the resource limitation of mobile devices. Although research is still in its early stages, mobile cloud
computing could turn into the prevailing model for mobile applications later on. A broad review of current mobile
cloud processing has given in this paper.
Highlighting for mobile cloud computing, different meanings of mobile cloud computing is provided. This
paper displayed a scientific categorization of issues found here, and the approaches in which these issues have been
handled, concentrating on operational level. These are still early days in mobile cloud computing. Mobile cloud
computing has covered different ranges such mobile peer to peer computing, application partitioning and context
aware computing, yet has its own particular issues which have to be tackled. There are various new mobile applications
that a mobile cloud system can empower, at the point when numerous more assets can be made accessible to the
mobile gadget (through the mobile cloud office). The future could likewise investigate the capability of nearby mobile
mists framed from accumulations of PCs in omnipresent gadgets in shoes, watches, gems, furniture and other regular
items, as in fact such inserted PCs will turn out to be all the more capable. Thus the framework, stage or application
accessible as services will be of new structures: the framework could be an intense enormously appropriated set of
cameras on stationary and mobile devices framed specially appointed and metered to cover an occasion, or an
accumulation of appropriated PCs shaped to process an occupation flawlessly from the client's mobile device while
the client is shopping. There is moreover potential to have setting sources or sensors (and sensor systems) in the region
of a mobile client sold as services to the mobile client, to bolster setting mindful applications. Be that as it may,
difficulties are display so as to ""mobility"" on-request frame billows of services what's more, assets productively,
consistently and in a vigorous way.
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